
 

Bible In A Year Reading Plan
Day 190: Song of S 5- Isaiah 1

Dig
Deeper

https://jesusinthecenter.com

What other insights did you gain from reading these
chapters? Share your thoughts in the comment section.

Song of Songs 8:6-7 speaks about love being as strong as death
and its unyielding nature. How can you cultivate a similar
unwavering commitment and devotion in your relationship with
God?

In Isaiah 1, God addresses the rebellion of Judah. How does
God's call for repentance and promise of redemption challenge
you to examine areas in your life where you need to turn back to
Him?

Isaiah 1:13-17 highlights the importance of sincere
worship and justice. How can you ensure that your
worship is genuine and that you are actively seeking
justice and caring for those in need?



 

Bible In A Year Reading Plan
Day 191: Isaiah 2-6

Dig
Deeper
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What other insights did you gain from reading these
chapters? Share your thoughts in the comment section.

Isaiah 2:11-12 speaks against human pride. How can you
cultivate humility in your life, acknowledging God's sovereignty
and your dependence on Him?

Reflect on the parable of the vineyard in Isaiah 5:1-7. How does
this depiction of God’s disappointment with Israel’s lack of
fruitfulness challenge you to produce spiritual fruit in your own
life?

Isaiah 6 describes Isaiah’s vision and calling. How does
Isaiah’s response to God's holiness and his willingness
to be sent challenge you to respond to God's call in your
life?



 

Bible In A Year Reading Plan
Day 192: Isaiah 7-11

Dig
Deeper
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What other insights did you gain from reading these
chapters? Share your thoughts in the comment section.

Isaiah 8:11-13 encourages not to fear what others fear but to
regard God as holy. How can you develop a deeper trust in God’s
protection and guidance, especially in times of uncertainty?

Reflect on the prophecy in Isaiah 11:1-5 about the shoot from the
stump of Jesse. How does this image of new growth and
righteous leadership from the lineage of David inspire your hope
in Jesus?

Isaiah 11:6-9 describes a future of peace and harmony.
How can you work towards promoting peace and
reflecting the values of God's kingdom in your everyday
life?



 

Bible In A Year Reading Plan
Day 193: Isaiah 12-16

Dig
Deeper
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What other insights did you gain from reading these
chapters? Share your thoughts in the comment section.

Reflect on the songs of praise and thanksgiving in Isaiah 12. How
can you incorporate more gratitude and praise into your daily
routine, acknowledging God's greatness and salvation?

Consider the prophecy against Babylon in Isaiah 13. How does
understanding God's sovereignty over nations and His ultimate
justice shape your view of current world events?

Reflect on the downfall of the arrogant rulers described
in Isaiah 14:12-15. How does this passage challenge you
to examine and repent of any pride or arrogance in your
own life?



 

Bible In A Year Reading Plan
Day 194: Isaiah 17-21

Dig
Deeper
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What other insights did you gain from reading these
chapters? Share your thoughts in the comment section.

 Consider the prophecy against Damascus in Isaiah 17:1-3. How
does God's judgment on nations and cities in the Bible help you
understand His expectations for righteousness and justice today?

Isaiah 19 speaks of God's deliverance and blessing for Egypt.
How does this promise of healing and unity among nations
encourage you to pray for and work towards reconciliation and
peace?

Isaiah 21 includes prophecies of both judgment and
hope. How do these dual themes of judgment and
restoration shape your understanding of God's justice
and mercy, and how can they influence your perspective
on God's work in your life and the world?


